The multipole L=2 structure function, measurable in deeply inelastic scattering of unpolarized leptons off a polarized J~1 nuclear target, is a good indicator of exotic quark-gluon components in the nucleus. We present here estimates of this structure function for two different classes of nuclei -light nuclei describable in an independent-particle model approach and heavy nuclei described by slowly rotating collective variables. An estimate of the exotic effects is made within the context of a model wherein gluons and quarks from separate nucleons fuse together to alter the parton densities relative to that in isolated nucleons.
I. INTRODUCTION
Deep-inelastic scattering of leptons from polarized nuclear targets with spin J~1 has recently been investigated theoretically'
and is likely to be the subject of experimental investigations in the near future. An interesting feature of J~1 targets is the existence of higher multipole structure functions whose measurement may provide important clues and insight into the quark-gluon structure of nuclei which go well beyond that provided by measurements of unpolarized nuclear structure functions. The I, = even multipole structure functions' L F, (x, Q ) Fig. 1(a) ]. The change in nuclear parton-number density due to the parton recombination process [ Fig. 1(b) ] is given by AP(x, Q )= J dx, dx2TI '(x, , x2, lT) X I "(x,, x2, x, +x2) T X5(x -x, -x~) .
Using the old-fashioned perturbation theory in the IMF, the parton-parton fusion function is calculated to be be derived from basic QCD vertices using old-fashioned perturbation theory. Finally, T( '(xi, xz, lT) in Eq. (1.1) is the two-parton number density and can be approximated by k T' '(xr, x2, Q )=CP, (x"Q )P~(x2, Q ) .
(1.3) P, (x "Q ) and P2(x2, Q ) are the number densities of the two fusing partons. The factor 8 controls the magnitude of shadowing since it determines the number of shadowed nucleons inside a nucleus. In terms of the configuration shown in Fig. 3 , Temporarily ignoring sea quarks and antiquarks (these are reinstated in our full calculations), the modification to the nuclear quark density due to the process (a) in Fig. 2 gefAqf fi(p) = g f dp' 0*(p P'»io(P')0(p P ) . 
